Abstract. Triangular mesh is a digital representation mode widely used in CAD and CAM. And the connection of the offset vertexes is an important step in the edge isometry based polygon offset operation in path planning of layer milling complicated surfaces represented by triangular mesh. A vertex classification based connectiong method was presented. It avoids the vertex reflection, shortens the length of the contour and improves the performance of edge isometry based offset algorithm.
Introduction
The offsetting operation for the planar polygons plays an important role in the tool path planning for layer milling and the data process of rapid prototyping. There are many researches and achievements in the offsetting algorithms of planar polygon. The edge isometry based algorithm is one of the research focuses.
Althouth there is some shortcoming for the edge isometry based algorithm, many researchers used it in their work. The reason lies in that it is very intuitive, easy to understand, obvious geometrically with its calculation process and strong adaptively. Hansen and Arbab [1] , Suh and Lee [2] simplified the judgement of the interferent segments and impoved the reliability and effeciency of this algorithm. Zhang [3, 4] implemented such algorithm in the rapid prototyping data process of laser spot radius compensation. Zhao used this type of algorithm to complete the path planning of stereo lithography [5] . To accomplish the roughing tool path planning of layer milling with flat end cutter, it is necessary to make the offset operation. There are a lot of locally and globally self-intersecting rings in the process of offseting. If there were no proper process before offset opertion and did it as in the 
traditional prototyping, the resulted offset contours would be very confusing and be hard to pick up the valid rings. So a vertex locally adjusting method is proposed to improve the edge isometry based offset algorithm [6] . After the vertexes are locally adjusted, the reflection of some concave vertexes in their offsetting operation can be avoided and the following process can go on. As shown in fig.1 , the determination of the offset vectors for the vertexes in planar polygon is one of the necessary steps in planar polygon offseting operation. It is following the step of locally adjusting the vertexes in the origin planar polygon. We present an improved connectiong method for the offset vertexes.
Judgement of the offset direciton for the edge
Because a contour polygon from the slicing operation is represented by a group directional rings. And the vertexes in the rings are arranged in their positive direction. So if one goes along a ring in its positive direction, the solid portion of the work piece should be on his left side. In the layer milling tool path generation, the offset contour should be far from the solid part, so the edg is to be moved to the right side. According to such a principle, we firstly calculate the positive directional vector of the edge from the coordinates of its two end points, and then turn this vector with the angle of π/4 clock wise to get the offset direction vector.
Let ei v symbol the vector of edge v i-1 v i and tag the offset direction of this edge with di v , as illustrated in fig.2 . Because ei v is perpendicular to di v , so the following Eq.1 can be got.
v is turned with the angle of π/4 clock wise, it will have the same direction with di v . So we can get the Eq.2.
From Eq.1 and Eq.2, the offset directional vector of the edge v i-1 v i can be solved. Thus the offset direcitonal vectors of the edges in the inner and outer rings can be determined in the same way above.
Calculation of the offset vector of the concave vertex
Offset the two neighbor edges of a concave vertex along their offset directions with a given distance. And the two offset edges intersect each other on a point. Then the vector from the concave vertex to the intersection point is called the offset vector of the concave vertex. As illustrated in fig.3 
The offset vectors of the concave vertexes in the polygon rings after locally adjusting operation can be calculated with the equation (3).
Calculation of the offset vector of the convex vertex
(1) Offset contour connection for the convex vertex Offset the two neighbor edges of a convex vertex respectively along their offset direction. It can be seen that the two edges will not intersect with each other as shown in fig.4 . So the separated two edges must be connected by proper means to form a continuous offset contour. They are often connected by lines or arcs.
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To get a uniform representation for the offset contour, the lines are chosen as the connection elements, thus the origin polygon and its offset contour are all polygons. The line connection can be classified into two types as illustrated in fig.5 , extended these two two offset segments with the distance of r to v i1 and v i2 and then connect the two points with a line segment as given in fig.5(b) , thus it is avoided that there may be excessively long connecting line segments.
From the fig.5(b) , it can be seen that the connecting segment v i1 v i2 is out of the r-radius circle centered at v i and away from the original polygon. So a new connecting method is presented that is shown in fig.6，in which an auxiliary arc is firstly drawn to connect the offset line segments of the two neighbor edges of the vertex v i and then a line tangent to the arc on its mid-point is drawn and the crossing points with the offset lines of the two neighbor edges is labeled v i1 and v i2 . At last the connecting line segments are got which consist of three segments the offset line segments with their extended line segments respectively ended with v i1 and v i2 and the line segment v i1 v i2 .
(2) Calculation of offset vector of the convex vertex
To calculate the offset vector of the convex vertex v i , it is necessary to compute the offset directional unit vectors of the neighbor edges of v i first according to the equation (1) 
, then the offset vector is to be calculated with the method shown in fig.5(a) , else by the way illustrated in fig.6 .
For the case like fig.4(a) , the offset vector simboled as 0i v is from the vertex v i to the corresponding intersection point v i1 . 0i v can be calculated as the following Eq.(6). 
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Where r is the offset distance. From the Eq.(7), the d can be calculated. Then the two ffset vector can be exepressed by the following equations.
So the single offset vector for the cancave vertex can be calculated by Eq.(5), the only one offset vector for the flat canvex vertex by Eq.(6), and the two offset vectors for the acute canvex vertex by Eq. (7) and Eq.(8). We can get the new position vector for a given vertex of a planar polygon after offsetting operation by adding its offset vector to its corresponding original position vector. Then connect the offsetting vertexes in turn, we can get the primary offset contours of the original planar polygon.
Conclusions
From the polygon ring, the edge offset directional vector can be calculated with the same way, whether it is a outer ring or a inner ring. For a concave vertex, there is a unique offset vector which is aligned with the corresponding angle bisector. For a convex vertex, if the angle is not greater than π/2, there will be one offset vector, else there will be two as illustrated in fig.6 . Thus the proper offset vertexes can be got. This method has be implemented in the data processing software of a layer milling based machining system and works well.
